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[Shopify SEO] The Ultimate Guide To Skyrocket

Your Tra�c
Last updated March 14, 2019

Why are some Shopify stores killing it with tra�c while you seem to have to �ght for every

visitor you get?

Imagine what you could do with all those visitors to convert!

All Shopify store owners know that tra�c is the basic ‘currency’ of making sales – but few have

fully grasped the Shopify SEO techniques to make it happen; and few have invested the

necessary time and attention required.

That’s what reading this post will change for you.
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Take 20 minutes to go through this thoroughly and you will complete a very quick ‘crash

course’ in Shopify SEO.

Below I share the strategies that the best Shopify marketers are using to get their stores

ranking and generating enviable levels of tra�c.

By the end of the article, you will have most of the strategies you need to stop dreaming about

getting quality convertible tra�c and to start making it a reality.

You’ll be surprised how quickly you will become an SEO expert yourself – after all, 95 percent

of SEO requires no technical knowledge; it just takes some time, commitment, and consistent

action (or an adequate budget to get real professionals to do it for you).

A little upfront e�ort will ensure that your target audience �nds your store �rst. Because your

competitors are probably NOT following best practices, like you will be.

By the end of this article, you will have the essential guidance you need in the following key

areas:

Shopify SEO basics

Mastering keywords

Site architecture

On-page optimization

Mastering content marketing

Mastering link building

So let’s get started immediately with some of the basics…
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Shopify SEO basics

Shopify SEO is the process of optimizing your store for the search engines. In doing so, you

ensure higher visibility in search results and guarantee more click-throughs from ‘organic’

searchers (those who come from results pages rather than through ads).

Let’s start with a few common terms that you’ll need to understand, as they’ll come up again

and again in SEO guides.

Keywords

Keywords are the basic ‘currency’ of SEO – and an obvious starting point.

Keyword research is the strategy of working out which keywords and phrases you should be

targeting on your Shopify store.

Successful keyword research identi�es phrases that will attract your target audience so that

you can encourage them to click through to your store.

There are di�erent keyword types including Head (like clothing), Body (like lady’s shirts) and

Long Tail Keywords (lady’s white cotton blouses)
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After you have identi�ed your phrases, you need to optimize your store for these phrases to

ensure good rankings.

There is much more about keywords in the following section.

SERPs

SERPs are the search engine results pages. These are what appear when you search for a

speci�c word or phrase on any of the search engines – usually with 10 results per page. The

goal is for your Shopify store to rank �rst for your targeted keywords phrases – or as close to

the top as possible.

It’s important to know the layout of the Google SERPs inside out, as this is the essential real

estate that you’re competing for with your competitors. You need to know all the information

that’s displayed there.

It used to be rather simple. Nowadays, for any given phrase, it includes a LOT of information,

which will vary according to the nature of the search. Typically, it will include:

Ads at the top:
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Organic search listings – including a clickable web page title, a description of the page, and

sometimes additional links from deeper in the site:

Perhaps a Google My Business listing

The top news stories:
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And there may be images and/or videos displayed:
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It’s important that your listings in the SERPs are as complete as possible so that you take

advantage of the real estate up for grabs. That’s partly what the rest of this article is about.

Search engine algorithm changes

Algorithm changes are when the search engines introduce changes to the way they rank

websites. This has changed many times over the years – hence the need to stay across SEO

and adjust your strategies accordingly from time to time.

With Google, you may have heard of ‘Penguin’, ‘Panda’ or ‘Hummingbird’. These were changes

announced by Google a few years back that caused many previously high-ranking sites to

tumble dramatically in the search results or be removed completely. Some businesses were

ruined overnight.

Most were penalized for SEO methods deemed now as ‘blackhat’. If you follow the advice in

this guide you will have no such problems. And Google’s free Search Console and

Analytics tools help you stay on top of your store’s overall health.

Site architecture

It’s good to have a general idea of what this term means: it’s basically how your site is set up

and how easy you make it to index and rank your pages.
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A sitemap will be part of this – where you detail your website’s key pages to make it easier

both for the search engines and for users to �nd what they want.

On-page and o�-page optimization

On-page optimization is the strategy by which you optimize your Shopify store’s pages for

search (including keyword optimization). This includes getting your page titles and descriptions

right, as well as optimizing all images.

O�-page optimization is the strategy by which you raise the pro�le of your site using external

strategies such as link building.

Links and link-building

Links are a strong ranking factor for the search engines and take many forms, including:

Internal links – between your own store’s pages

Organic external links – which point to your site naturally from other websites, without you

asking

External links that you have actively campaigned for through link-building e�orts

More about this in the �nal section of the article.

‘Blackhat’ and ‘Whitehat’ SEO

You may have heard of these terms before.

‘Blackhat SEO’ refers to strategies used to boost rankings that may get you in trouble with the

search engines. Strategies NOT approved of include keyword stu�ng and link-buying.

‘Whitehat SEO’ refers to approved strategies that will get you higher search engine rankings,

such as content marketing.

Now the basic terminology is out of the way, let’s look at the speci�c aspects of Shopify SEO

that will help your store get rankings…
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Mastering Shopify Keyword Research

The importance of keywords to your Shopify store extends beyond purely SEO. They are the

foundation for all of your online marketing. Without getting this part right, you won’t increase

sales.

As such, it’s critical for you to understand how to go about keyword research so that you

identify the right words and phrases to base your marketing around.

Without mastering this, everything that follows will be less e�ective.

So have I got your undivided attention here? 

Keywords: not just about the length!

Basically, your keyword research needs to uncover the words and phrases (and variations

thereof) that your target customers are typing into Google, Bing, and the other search engines.

From keyword research, you then move to keyword optimization, whereby your whole store

and all your marketing campaigns target these keywords.

You already know the di�erence between broad (‘head’ and ‘body’) keywords and more

speci�c (‘long tail’) keywords: remember clothing, lady’s shirts, and lady’s white cotton blouses?

But there are other important aspects of keywords to consider: �rstly, user intent. Better

matching user intent is something that Google is always making tweaks to its algorithm for; so

you need to bear it in mind when selecting keyword phrases.

Broadly speaking, you have:
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Users looking to buy products and services: someone typing in ‘best lady’s white cotton

blouses’ is quite likely to be looking to buy lady’s white cotton blouses.

Users looking for information: someone typing in ‘how to make lady’s white cotton blouses’ is

unlikely to be looking to buy. That doesn’t necessarily mean you shouldn’t target that keyword:

it’s just more likely that you would target it in a blog article rather than on the product pages of

your Shopify store.

Another factor to consider with keywords is the competitiveness of terms you are targeting.

how can you �nd this out?

If you are using a keyword tool, you may receive a rating for the competitiveness of a keyword;

but another simple way to �nd out is to see how many listings there are for the keyword phrase

when you type it into Google.

Here you can see just how competitive that term is. You have ads at the top, then some big

clothing brands; it will be di�cult to rank on the �rst page, so you may want to reconsider your

keyword phrase to be more speci�c to your niche.
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In the above SERPs for ‘best ladies XXL white cotton blouses’ you can see that competition is

less intense. You may have more chance of ranking on the �rst page. And the searchers who

�nd you would probably have good buyer intent for this keyword, so they should be sent to a

page on your store where they can buy the item.

Let’s assume that you’re starting from scratch with your keywords and you need to go through

the steps to identify a list of keywords to target. Where should you start?

Following is a brief guide to what you should be doing…

Step 1: Examine the competition

Who are your main competitors? They needn’t be the big brands that are hard to compete with

and which have big marketing budgets to spend on SEO and online marketing.

Think closer to home… who is a couple of notches above you in present rankings?

Chances are they have already found some of the main search terms that people are typing

into the search engines for your products.

What terms are your competitors optimizing their pages for? You can see this in the title and

meta description of the page. Click through and you can learn more; hover your mouse over
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images and you should see more about the keywords they’ve optimized their ‘alt tags’ for.

Note down the keywords that your competitors are using and keep them on a spreadsheet.

Step 2: Examine Google related keywords

An easy step for �nding keywords is to check the Google ‘related keywords’ when you enter in

a search term. These are at the foot of the page and intended to help searchers who cannot

�nd what they want – but you can pinch them if they are suitable.

If that doesn’t work, there are plenty of other tools available to help…

Step 3: Use the other keyword tools

There are three free (but priceless) tools available to help you identify keywords.

The �rst tool is: Google Suggest. When you start typing words into a Google search box there

will be a dropdown of suggested ways to complete what you’re typing… like this:
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Note what these words are, as they will be the popular terms that people enter in Google

search. This may help generate new ideas for you.

The next tool is even more useful: Keywordtool.io.  With this, you enter a keyword or phrase

and it will suggest:

Other similar and related keywords (including long tail keywords you might not have

considered)

Questions related to the keyword or phrase
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With the paid version you can also see the search volume for each term, the estimated cost per

click if using AdWords, and the levels of competition.

The third tool, which you may be more familiar with is the Google Adwords Keyword Planner

(GAKP). This is designed to help Adwords customers decide on the keywords they will bid for

but anyone can use it for free.

After creating an account, you get full access to its set of tools which allow you to:
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Generate keyword suggestions – either by entering keywords, a URL to analyze the keywords

present, or by choosing a product category (which will return the most popular keyword results

in that category). These suggestions can be downloaded as a .csv �le.

See the average monthly searches for each keyword

Check the competition level for each keyword (high, medium, or low) on Adwords

Find out other information relating to potential Adwords bids (that you don’t need to know here)

Generate extra data (search volume for instance) about keywords that you have already

shortlisted for targeting

There are plenty of other tools available but let’s keep it simple: for most store owners, the

above three tools should be adequate to produce a killer keyword target list.

Step 4: Organize your keywords

If you’ve been adding your keywords to a spreadsheet as you go along, this should be easy.

As well as the keyword itself, include columns listing additional data like average monthly

searches and competition level, for instance. This will all help your �nal decision.

You can categorise keywords by intent: to buy or for info. You can also add a column to detail

the page on your website that you intend to use the keyword on; and another column with

content ideas (especially in the case of informational keyword phrases).
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Final tip for Instagram users

If you are using Instagram (and if you’re not, why not?) type your keywords into the Instagram

search box and it will reveal the number of people who use the term in hashtags: this can help

you identify the most common Instagram tags to use on your posts. Add this information to your

spreadsheet in an extra column.

Site architecture: optimizing the structure of your Shopify

store
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A big mistake that some shop owners make is to get so obsessed with pleasing the search

engines that the user experience is damaged.

There de�nitely needs to be a careful balance.

In many respects, what’s good for the user is also good for the search engines. Simply by

focusing on creating a great user experience will help your rankings.

But here we need to drill down a little more into what that actually means. What are the

structural elements that you should be focusing on?

Use mobile-�rst Shopify themes

It’s no longer good enough for your store to be simply ‘mobile –friendly’; think ‘mobile �rst’, as

that will be how most if your customers will view your store.

Their user experience may well start on an iPhone or other smartphone; so make sure you

choose a responsive theme that �ts to any screen and looks great on mobile.

Fortunately, on Shopify, that’s easy. There are great responsive themes with both paid and free

versions; checkout is easy on mobile (very important) and call to action buttons are very easy to

use.
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This is a clear example where a great user experience is rewarded by search engines: Google

tends to love responsive designs and even has a free tool to check the mobile friendliness of

your store.

Ensure page load times are snappy

Again, Shopify handles this aspect well, ensuring that your store’s pages load quickly. You

probably don’t have to concern yourself too much as a Shopify store owner – su�ce to know

that Google will penalize websites that are slow to load.

Just make sure that images are of manageable �le sizes and optimized so that page load times

are maintained when you add new products.

Organize your content

Organizing your pages logically is important to both your customers and the search engines.

There should be a natural progression through your site for customers – and you need to make

it easy for the search engine crawlers to follow and index all of the content in your Shopify

store.

Most importantly, organize your product pages well. This is easy to do within Shopify, using one

of the following two structures:
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Homepage > Category Pages > Product Pages

Homepage > Category Pages > Sub-Category Page > Product Pages

You can also use collections on Shopify to group products together on the product pages. A

product can feature in multiple collections.

The keywords you found during your research can be allocated to either the homepage,

category pages, sub-category pages, or product pages on your Shopify store. In this way, you

will optimize both for the search engines and the user experience.

Design a logical navigation system

On your Shopify store, burying content far from the homepage will be bad for SEO and bad for

conversions.

Keep every page within three clicks of the homepage – fewer if possible – and this especially

applies to your most important product and service pages.

Once you have decided on your Shopify theme, you will �nd a navigation menu either along

the top of the page or down the sidebar.

It should be logical for users, grouping products together by categories and collections. Don’t

try to be too clever with this –your customers will be expecting a standard format to �nd what

they want. Don’t make them go looking too far for it.
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If you have fewer products, your menu can be much simpler, like this:

Creating menus is easy in Shopify – and if you need help you can use the video tutorial that

they provide.

As well as the main menu, it’s good practice to link your site pages together with internal

links, as mentioned previously.

This will help your users navigate a logical path through your site, �nd out more about certain

topics if necessary, view similar products, and delve deeper into what you o�er. This, in turn,

keeps them on the site for longer – a positive ranking factor for search.
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Build credibility for users & search engines

It’s important to show the world (for you, that means customers and search engines) that you

are credible and trustworthy.

You do this partly by detailing all relevant business information on your Shopify store.

Google uses a team of Search Quality evaluators to determine whether a website is trustworthy

and they will check for information such as the store owners, business premises, contact details

etc.

That’s why your About and Contact pages are not to be skipped. Include this information to let

users and search engines know that you are reputable.

Include a search box

On the face of it, this is more for usability than SEO – but it’s worth noting here. Help your users

�nd what they want easily with a search box; it may help your visitors stay on your site longer

and therefore positively impact SEO.

Look how prominent it is here on the home page:
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This is very easy to do on Shopify, as it’s standard with most themes.

Shopify On-page SEO

After you’ve found your keywords and decided on a logical, easy-to-use structure, the next step

is to optimize your store’s pages around your chosen keywords.

But it’s not a free-for-all, inserting keywords here, there, and everywhere. As with all SEO, there

is a strategy and measurement to it. It goes a bit like this…

Decide on your top pages – and optimize these �rst

What are the top pages on your Shopify store. These should usually be:

Your homepage

Main product collection pages (most pro�table, best conversion rate)

Top-selling product pages (most pro�table, best conversion rate)
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If you don’t know your best-selling, most-pro�table, best-converting products, then you need to

rewind a little and �nd out quickly. If you’re just starting out, which products have generated the

most interest in the build up to opening your store?

The data should be at hand to identify your top pages; if not, simply go by the most-searched

keyword terms (which you identi�ed during your keyword search – ideally at least 10K searches

per month) and optimize the pages that best match these terms.

Optimize for consistency

It will help your branding, as well as SEO, to keep things consistent on your store. This means

creating a template that you use to optimize all the pages in your store.

This is a good example of a template for naming pages:

Lady’s White Cotton Blouses –  Shop for Lady’s Blouses Online – ABC Store

Here you use the following format for your collection pages:

Keyword 1 – Shop for Keyword 2 – Business Name.

ALL your collection pages would follow the same format. So, for example:

Men’s White Cotton Shirt –  Shop for Men’s Shirts Online – ABC Store

You would then repeat the process for your product pages, using the keyword phrases you

have identi�ed for those pages.

Spend time on crafting titles & descriptions

Another aspect of on-page SEO that requires attention is the page tiles and descriptions. These

are what show on the SERPS when you are ranking for a search term.

A good page title should be 55-65 characters long with spaces, use the main keyword for the

page, and describe the main product features. Do not exceed the character limit or your title

will be cut o� in the SERPs.
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A good page description is 155-160 characters long (with spaces) and also includes the main

keyword for the page, but it’s main job is to encourage the click through. So it should have a

call to action.
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When you add a new page to your Shopify store, you will be prompted to add a title and

description in the page editor.

You can also add your preferred URL slug, which should also include your main keyword. Do

not make it too long though – especially if you want to use the URL in email marketing

campaigns.

If you change an old URL, Shopify can automatically redirect to the new one to maintain your

tra�c and page authority.

Optimize page copy

The copy on your Shopify store should be written for customers �rst and foremost. But if you

have selected the right keywords, you should be able to insert them easily and naturally into

the page copy without sounding awkward. There should be no need to cram your keywords in.

As well as helping you convert visitors to sales, this will boost your SEO.

A word of warning: don’t overuse your keywords. Focus on using them in the main heading

(H1), the H2 and H3 headers, and once or twice on the page – especially early in the copy. If it

sounds unnatural, you can probably do it better.

You can highlight some of the keywords using bold or italics, to give them extra emphasis – but

don’t overuse this.
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Optimize all your images

If you have a Shopify store, it’s likely that you have a LOT of images. Great images sell

products. But optimized images will also generate the tra�c that buys those products.

Optimized images show up in image searches and may appear next to your pages on social

media or in the SERPs for certain search terms.

To achieve this, you need to tell the search engines what your images are all about – and it’s a

great opportunity to use your keywords again. You might use the same format for naming

images of collections and products that you used for naming the product and collection pages

(described above).

Shopify makes this easy – prompting you for the ‘image alt text’ when you insert a new image.

This will display when a user cannot load the image or hovers their mouse over it.
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Maintain optimization of your pages

Very little in SEO is ‘set and forget’. You need to maintain your pages so that they remain

optimized over time.

The Google Search Console (AKA ‘Google Webmaster Tools’) is an excellent free tool you can

use to help with this. Once you have set up your account, a piece of code added to the html of

your Shopify store will help you track various aspects of SEO performance.
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You can track the number of pages on your store that Google has indexed; you can also

identify your most popular pages and search terms, and identify potential problems with on-

page optimization.

This is all valuable information that you will need to tweak your pages and improve rankings.

Shopify Blogging & Content Marketing

Content marketing is another example of good general practice for your Shopify store: you can

use it to educate your prospects and customers, become better-known across the social media

channels, as well as to increase your visibility in the SERPs.

Content can mean anything from blog post articles to images, infographics, video-makers,

slideshows, podcasts, and so on – it spans all media.
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The SEO component of content marketing provides more opportunities for you to use your

keywords. It also generates regular new content that will get the search engines re-visiting your

store and keep your visitors on your site for longer, both of which are good for SEO.

It can also help win you back-links from other authority websites in your niche, which will

certainly help your rankings (more about links in the next section).

The problem that many store owners run into is creating enough high-quality content to make a

di�erence. That’s what this section should help you with…

What content should you create?

For SEO purposes, and as a framework to start with, go back to the keywords you have

selected (I said earlier that keywords were the basis for all your online marketing – and this is a

good example of that!)

Even though your keywords will be mainly product-based, it’s still possible to generate some

engaging topics that can educate your target audience.

For instance, what content could you produce around ladies white cotton blouses? How can

you educate your audience or answer the questions that are uppermost in their minds?

Perhaps a video on how your blouses are made? Or an article on �ve creative ways to wear

ladies’ white cotton blouses in summer? Or the 10 most comfortable white cotton blouses on

the planet. This is where you can get really creative.

Start a spreadsheet for content marketing ideas and add to it over time. Detail the following:

Target keyword

Working title (which should include the keyword)

Content type: blog post, infographic, etc.

Destination: where it will be published – your blog, an industry blog etc.

Target date for completion/submission (if appropriate)
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Publication URL

Once you have a rough plan like this, you can start generating your content-  either yourself or

by hiring professional writers, video-makers, graphics experts, etc.

Popular tools to assist with content marketing

There are also plenty of popular tools for helping with various aspects of content marketing.

Below is an overview of some of the best ones…

For help with headlines/titles

Industry-related magazine headlines are traditionally good places to start for the most popular

topics of the day.

Also, if you have a team of sales people, ask them what customers are frequently asking:

develop a system for providing feedback about this, as it’s pure gold!

Besides these ideas, there are many more online tools available to help you create eye-

catching headlines…

Popurls
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Aggregates the top stories from around the web – see where the buzz is and what’s making the

headlines

Choose speci�c niches that relate to your products and services

Seek out the types of headlines where you may be able to insert your target keywords and add

any ideas to your content marketing spreadsheet

UberSuggest

This is mainly used to generate keyword ideas

Enter a keyword and see what titles it suggests

Save any good ones to your spreadsheet

Blog Title Generator (from HubSpot)
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Enter 1-3 keywords and it will provide suggestions for titles

Up to 250 speci�c headline ideas

Modify to �t your keywords in (naturally!)

Find out what people are asking

A good rule of thumb is to base your content around the questions that people are asking in

your industry/niche.

To help with that, there are some great tools that will detail the most popular questions.

Quora
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Popular Q & A network

Use the search box to type in topics related to your business

A list of the most common questions will appear, plus related topic idea

Use the most relevant questions for your products and start shaping content around them

Ask MetaFilter
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Alternative Q & A network

Use the search box to type in topics related to your business

Get a list of the most popular questions related to that subject

Amazon

Check the customer questions on product pages related to your niche

Use info to inspire title & content ideas
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Alternatively, rewrite and use on the FAQ page of your Shopify store

FAQ pages of competitors

Just Google your topic + FAQs

Reword them if you are going to use on your own FAQ page

Use forums and social media

Other great places to �nd out what people are talking about in your industry are forums,

discussion boards, and social media groups. There is so much information available at your

�ngertips for content ideas– if you know where to look.

Whatever you need to write about, there will be a related forum. Just use Google or more

speci�c discussion-board-�nding search engines:

Boardreader
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Simply type your topic into the search box

You will receive links to related discussion board posts

Enter either broad or speci�c terms, depending on your needs

Social media

Join niche groups on social media to help you identify buzz topics
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Try LinkedIn groups – also Facebook & Google+

Enter your keywords on your chosen social media platform and see which groups are

suggested

On Instagram and Twitter search for the most popular hashtags and check out posts for content

ideas

Use YouTube & the video networks

YouTube is the second largest search engine after Google – use it!

Find out what people are watching – and build your own content around it (most watched)

The comments section can help you �nd out what people are asking

Content creation tips

There is an art to building content around the ideas you have.

This will take some time and practice, but it’s important to master it. Alternatively, hire

freelancers who have already mastered it and can provide a consistent stream of high-quality,

engaging content that makes potential customers sit up and take note.
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Below are some tips for creating this content:

Based on your chosen title, search Google to view similar content

Your aim should be to beat the top-ranking content for a given topic

Include rewritten ideas from the best content – with your own twist – it must be UNIQUE

content

Include sources for ideas, information etc. (insert links – but not to competitors!)

No copying and pasting from other articles!

Research statistics, facts, and quotes to bring credibility and authority to your content

Try interviewing authorities in your niche – another great way to bring credibility to your

content; you can also exchange links (see more in the next section about this)

And following are some tips for getting this content seen and shared around the web:

Optimize all content (and images) as you would for web pages – with title/description,

headers/sub-headers and body text all using your keywords, as well as alt tags for images

Make it easily digestible – break up text into short sentences and paragraphs

Publish not only to your blog – but to social media, using content publishing tools like

Hootsuite

Consider posting to industry-leading sites that accept content – you may get a backlink to your

site (but be careful of over-using this as Google may penalize those who misuse this strategy

with product reviews)

Include social sharing buttons (e.g. for Twitter, Facebook, Google +1, LinkedIn, Instagram,

Pinterest)

Be sure to include images – they can help get content seen and ranking

Include a call to action to share at the end of an article, infographic, or video
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Shopify Link-Building

The information so far has been concerned with optimizing your Shopify store for search by

focusing on what’s included on the website itself.

This section is about how you optimize o� your site to gain a boost in search rankings. It’s not

an either/or situation – you need to do both to get optimal rankings.

The chief o�-page optimization strategy you will use is link-building.
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The amount and quality of external links to your site e�ectively inform the search engines

about how credible, trustworthy, and important your site is to the wider community. So, they are

used as a key indicator for search rankings.

Of course, if you have followed the on-page SEO tips for your Shopify store you will have a

well-structured website with great content. This not only makes for a wonderful user

experience, but it should mean that you generate a good number of external links back to your

site from other websites that consider your store of value to their community.

However, for optimal results, these links that you gather organically need to be supplemented

with active link-building campaigns.

Avoid strategies like buying links or overdoing product reviews as that could get you into

trouble… here are a few ideas that should work, though…

Analyze your competitor links

Just like with your keyword research, you can use your competitors as a valuable source of

information on links.

Competitors above you in the search rankings are doing something you’re not; they may have

optimized their store better, gathered more quality links, or both.

Use Ahrefs.com to type in your competitor URL, select dofollow from the inbound links tab, and

you will see a list of links that you can export to an Excel spreadsheet.
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Maintain this spreadsheet and add notes to it as you do more link research. You should target

getting links from all quality sites on your competitor list; start with the easiest ones and be

persistent with the more di�cult ones (some links may require you to produce content or o�er

a discount).

Avoid any links from low-quality link directories as these will do more harm than good to your

SEO.

Get links from suppliers/manufacturers

Do you supply products made by established manufacturers or supplied by well-established

suppliers? If so, cash in on getting a link from them as that will add authority to your own store.

They may have a policy that all authorized retailers can get a link.

Simply email them and ask for a link. That should be all that’s required!

Conduct interviews with industry voices

This was also mentioned above as a good SEO tactic for content generation.
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Interviewing respected industry ‘voices’(with good followings of their own) can be a great way

to get quality backlinks.

Many such people may be busy – but their egos will rarely allow them to miss an interview

opportunity! Just be prepared to wait and to have a list of interesting questions ready for them.

Your interview may be shared across the web if you get it right – and possibly republished by

other reputable authority sites – which can mean a big boost for links.

Turn mentions into links

This could be considered the ‘low hanging fruit’. If your Shopify store has been around a while,

there will be many sites that mention you without linking.

The goal should be to contact these sites and turn each mention into a link (excepting links

from forums or social media sites, as these will have little bene�t).

Again, a simple email may do it…but �rst you need to �nd them.

Mention.com is the best tool to help with this: enter your brand name and you will receive a

comprehensive list of your brand’s mentions across the web.

Build new links by researching broken links

This is a very smart one that the top authorities on link-building endorse.

You can search out broken links for products and services similar to yours around the web;

then you approach the owners of the pages displaying these broken links to link to you

instead.

Try hunting down dead websites and then �nding out through Ahrefs.com which sites are

linking to it – and then approaching those.

Broken links harm SEO – so the ‘win’ for the page owner is that you help them repair their

page; the ‘win’ for you is obviously a precious backlink.
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Target authority sites

With your link-building, keep in mind that links from authority sites are really the name of the

game.

You’re in ecommerce and it might be more di�cult for a Shopify store selling swimwear or

ladies’ jewelry to receive authority links compared to an informational site. However, aim high.

Consider whether there are ways for you to help out media organizations; HARO (Help a

Reporter Out) sends out emails with queries that might relate to your industry and which you

can contribute to. You might not always get a link but it’s possible to increase your exposure,

which can’t be bad.

Another great example of an ‘authority’ link is from .edu domains. These are hard to win and so

they are highly valued by Google and the search engines.

You can try the alumni section of colleges and universities that your employees used to attend;

see if you can contribute to the page and get a link in return, for instance.

Another option for a Shopify store is to o�er alumni discounts via a special discount coupon.

Get listed in high-quality directories
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Most directories are probably not worth the time and e�ort of getting a listing; but some niche

directories and a few major players like SMOZ and BOTW should help you.

Just make sure that, if you are looking for a link from a niche directory, it has not been �agged

for spam.

Shopify SEO Takes Time

As you can see, getting rankings is NOT about the short term, NOT about quick wins, and NOT

about shortcuts.

It takes a good understanding of the basics of Shopify SEO and consistent action focused on

mid- and long-term gains.

Make no mistake. If you are prepared to put the e�ort in to SEO, the rewards will come. They

always do. Tra�c, customers, sales, pro�t…

It’s not di�cult or complicated. It’s simply about combining what you have learned above

into a lasting strategy that you are prepared to test and tweak along the way.

Nothing is �xed; SEO is a constantly-moving target as the online world changes and the search

engines tweak themselves to remain relevant with their search results.

You’ve made a great start by reading to here. Now it requires action.

 Get higher rankings in Google & more organic tra�c to

your Shopify store
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Don’t have time to �nd the best

Shopify SEO tools and apps?

Download our handy PDF.

Hi, I’m Giles Thomas. Founder of AcquireConvert, the place where

ecommerce entrepreneurs & businesses go to learn how to increase

conversions & pro�ts. I’m also the founder of ecommerce growth agency

Whole Design Studios. I’m a head marketing mentor at the Google

Launchpad Accelerator & Google Marketing Expert. Ps. Check out my new

blog RisePro.co

Author: Giles Thomas
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